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28th International Symposium
DISC 2014, Austin, TX, USA,
October 12-15, 2014,
Proceedings Springer
This volume contains the
proceedings of the 2016 AMS
von Neumann Symposium on
Topological Recursion and its
Influence in Analysis,
Geometry, and Topology,
which was held from July 4–8,
2016, at the Hilton Charlotte
University Place, Charlotte,
North Carolina. The papers
contained in the volume
present a snapshot of rapid and
rich developments in the
emerging research field known
as topological recursion. It has

its origin around 2004 in
random matrix theory and also
in Mirzakhani's work on the
volume of moduli spaces of
hyperbolic surfaces.
Topological recursion has
played a fundamental role in
connecting seemingly unrelated
areas of mathematics such as
matrix models, enumeration of
Hurwitz numbers and
Grothendieck's dessins
d'enfants, Gromov-Witten
invariants, the A-polynomials
and colored polynomial
invariants of knots, WKB
analysis, and quantization of
Hitchin moduli spaces. In
addition to establishing these
topics, the volume includes
survey papers on the most
recent key accomplishments:
discovery of the unexpected
relation to semi-simple
cohomological field theories
and a solution to the
remodeling conjecture. It also
provides a glimpse into the

future research direction; for
example, connections with the
Airy structures, modular
functors, Hurwitz-Frobenius
manifolds, and ELSV-type
formulas.
Research in
Computational Molecular
Biology Springer
This book is a practical
guide for new agile
practitioners and contains
everything a new project
manager needs to know
to get up to speed with
agile practices quickly
and sort out the hype and
dogma of pseudo-agile
practices.The author lays
out the general guidelines
for running an agile
project with the
assumption that the
project team may be
working in a traditional
environment (using the
waterfall model, or
something similar). Agile
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Development in the Real
World conveys valuable
insights to multiple
audiences: For new-to-
agile project managers,
this book provides a
distinctive approach that
Alan Cline has used with
great success, while
showing the decision
points and perspectives
as the agile project
moves forward from one
step to the next. This
allows new agile project
managers or agile
coaches to choose
between the benefits of
agile and the benefits of
other methods. For the
agile technical team
member, this book
contains templates and
sample project artifacts
to assist in learning agile
techniques and to be used
as exemplars for the new
practitioner’s own
project. For the Project
Management Office
(PMO), the first three
chapters focus on
portfolio management.
They explain, for the
agilists’ benefit, how
projects are selected and
approved, and why
projects have an inherent
"shelf-life" that results in
hard deadlines that may
seem arbitrary to
traditional technical
teams. What You Will
Learn: How and why the
evolution of project

management, from PM-1
(prescriptive) to PM-2
(adaptive) affects modern
21st century project
management. How
sociology (stakeholder
management), psychology
(team dynamics), and
anthropology
(organizational culture)
affect the way software is
developed today, and why
it is far more effective A
clear delineation of what
must to be accomplished
by all the roles (PM, BA,
APM, Developer, and
Tester), why those roles
are needed, and what
they must do Step-by-
step guide for a
successful project based
on studies and the
author’s own
experiences. Specific
techniques for each role
on the development team,
both in the pre-iteration
and iteration cycles, of
product development. The
appendices contain
templates that the team
could use or modify to
tailor their own agile
processes specific to the
team, project, and
organization.
Symposium on
Celebrating 75 Years
of Mathematics of
Computation, November
1-3, 2018, the
Institute for
Computational and
Experimental Research
in Mathematics

(ICERM), Providence,
Rhode Island Springer
Make the application
of maths interesting
and engaging as
students follow
TeeJay's accessible
approach to developing
mathematical skills
for SQA National 5
Applications of Maths.
This book provides
hundreds of practice
questions, with
progression and
consolidation - the
core TeeJay philosophy
- underpinning every
exercise and chapter.
br” Contains three
freestanding study
areas covering
Numeracy, Geometry &
Measure and Finance &
Statistics

Mathematics without
Apologies Springer
This book constitutes the
proceedings of the 22nd
Annual Conference on
Research in Computational
Molecular Biology,
RECOMB 2018, held in
Paris, France, in April 2018.
The 16 extended and 22
short abstracts presented
were carefully reviewed and
selected from 193
submissions. The short
abstracts are included in the
back matter of the volume.
They report on original
research in all areas of
computational molecular
biology and bioinformatics.
12th International
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Conference, CPAIOR 2015,
Barcelona, Spain, May 18-22,
2015, Proceedings Springer
� The book 35 JEE Main
Mathematics Online &
Offline Topic-wise Solved
Papers provides the last 16
years ONLINE & OFFLINE
2002-17 papers. � The book
contains a total of 35 papers -
17 papers of AIEEE/ JEE
Main from the year 2002 -
2017 held OFFLINE
including the AIEEE 2011
RESCHEDULED paper and
18 JEE Main papers held
ONLINE from 2012-17. �
The book is distributed into
around 28 topics exactly
following the chapter
sequence of the NCERT
books of class 11 and 12. �
The questions in each topic
are immediately followed by
their detailed solutions. The
book constitutes around 4600
most important MCQs.
Student Performance in
Mathematics, Reading and
Science Hodder Gibson
The year 2018 marked the
75th anniversary of the
founding of Mathematics of
Computation, one of the four
primary research journals
published by the American
Mathematical Society and the
oldest research journal
devoted to computational
mathematics. To celebrate this
milestone, the symposium
“Celebrating 75 Years of

Mathematics of
Computation” was held
from November 1–3, 2018, at
the Institute for
Computational and
Experimental Research in
Mathematics (ICERM),
Providence, Rhode Island.
The sixteen papers in this
volume, written by the
symposium speakers and
editors of the journal, include
both survey articles and new
contributions. On the discrete
side, there are four papers
covering topics in
computational number theory
and computational algebra.
On the continuous side, there
are twelve papers covering
topics in machine learning,
high dimensional
approximations, nonlocal and
fractional elliptic problems,
gradient flows, hyperbolic
conservation laws, Maxwell's
equations, Stokes's equations,
a posteriori error estimation,
and iterative methods.
Together they provide a
snapshot of significant
achievements in the past
quarter century in
computational mathematics
and also in important current
trends.
Semiannual cumulation
Springer
JSL invites the submission of
manuscripts that contribute to
the exchange of ideas and
scholarship about schools and

leadership. All theoretical and
methological approaches are
welcome. We do not advocate
or practice a bias toward any
mode of inquiry (e.g.,
qualitative vs. quantitative;
empirical vs. conceptual;
discipline-based vs.
interdisciplinary) and instead
operate from the assumption
that all careful and
methodologically sound
research has the potential to
contribute to our
understanding of school
leadership. We strongly
encourage authors to consider
both the local and global
implications of their work.
The journal’s goal is to
clearly communicate with a
diverse audience including
both school-based and
university-based educators.
The journal embraces a board
conception of school
leadership and welcomes
manuscripts that reflect the
diversity of ways in which this
term is understood. The
journal is interested not only
in manuscripts that focus on
administrative leadership in
schools and school districts,
but also in manuscripts that
inquire about teacher, student,
parent, and community
leadership.
Engagement, Excellence, and
Equity for All Learners
Springer
What do pure
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mathematicians do, and why
do they do it? Looking beyond
the conventional answers—for
the sake of truth, beauty, and
practical applications—this
book offers an eclectic
panorama of the lives and
values and hopes and fears of
mathematicians in the twenty-
first century, assembling
material from a startlingly
diverse assortment of
scholarly, journalistic, and pop
culture sources. Drawing on
his personal experiences and
obsessions as well as the
thoughts and opinions of
mathematicians from
Archimedes and Omar
Khayyám to such
contemporary giants as
Alexander Grothendieck and
Robert Langlands, Michael
Harris reveals the charisma
and romance of mathematics
as well as its darker side. In this
portrait of mathematics as a
community united around a
set of common intellectual,
ethical, and existential
challenges, he touches on a
wide variety of questions, such
as: Are mathematicians to
blame for the 2008 financial
crisis? How can we talk about
the ideas we were born too
soon to understand? And how
should you react if you are
asked to explain number
theory at a dinner party?
Disarmingly candid,
relentlessly intelligent, and

richly entertaining,
Mathematics without
Apologies takes readers on an
unapologetic guided tour of
the mathematical life, from the
philosophy and sociology of
mathematics to its reflections
in film and popular music,
with detours through the
mathematical and mystical
traditions of Russia, India,
medieval Islam, the Bronx,
and beyond.
25th International Symposium,
ISAAC 2014, Jeonju, Korea,
December 15-17, 2014,
Proceedings Elsevier
This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-
workshop proceedings of the 25th
International Workshop on
Combinatorial Algorithms,
IWOCA 2014, held in Duluth,
MN, USA, in October 2014. The
32 revised full papers presented
were carefully reviewed and
selected from a total of 69
submissions. The papers focus on
topics such as Algorithms and Data
Structures, Combinatorial
Enumeration, Combinatorial
Optimization, Complexity Theory
(Structural and Computational),
Computational Biology, Databases
(Security, Compression and
Information Retrieval),
Decompositions and
Combinatorial Designs, Discrete
and Computational Geometry, as
well as Graph Drawing and Graph
Theory. IWOCA is a yearly forum
for researchers in designing
algorithms field to advance
creativeness of intersection
between mathematics and
computer science. This is the first
time this conference is being held

in U.S.
11th Latin American Symposium,
Montevideo, Uruguay, March 31
-- April 4, 2014. Proceedings
Springer
Rap ist im 21. Jahrhundert
angekommen. Der Band fragt
danach, was die aktuelle Rap-
Kultur von früheren Phasen
unterscheidet - aber auch, welche
Tendenzen eine Rückbesinnung
auf klassische Werte der Rap-
Kultur begünstigen. Die Beitr�ge
gehen dem zeitdiagnostischen
Potenzial der Subkultur nach und
zeigen u.a., wie Internet und Social
Media zunehmend zum
kommunikativen Gestaltungsraum
werden, wie politische Konflikte
künstlerisch verarbeitet werden
oder etablierte Genderstereotype
zunehmend erodieren. Die
Zusammenführung von sozial-,
kultur- und
medienwissenschaftlichen sowie
journalistischen Perspektiven
macht den Band nicht nur für
interessierte
Wissenschaftler_innen, sondern
auch für Journalist_innen und
popkultur-affine Menschen
lesenswert.
Theory and Examples Springer
This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 22nd
International Conference on
Computing and Combinatorics,
COCOON 2016, held in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam, in August
2016. The 50 revised full papers
papers presented in this book were
carefully reviewed and selected
from various submissions. The
papers cover various topics
including: Theory and Algorithms;
Parameterized Complexity and
Algorithms; Database and Data
Structures; Computational
Complexity; Approximation
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Algorithms; Cryptography;
Network and Algorithms; Graph
Theory and Algorithms;
Computational Geometry;
Scheduling Algorithms and Circuit
Complexity; Computational
Geometry and Computational
Biology; and Logic, Algebra and
Automata.
Encyclopedia of
Bioinformatics and
Computational Biology
Springer
First edition published:
Newark, Delaware:
International Reading
Association, 2012, under title
Literacy and learning lessons
from a longtime teacher.
Combinatorial Algorithms
Arihant Publications India
limited
This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-
conference proceedings of the
9th International Symposium
on Trustworthy Global
Computing, TGC 2014, held
in Rome, Italy, in September
2014. The 15 revised full
papers presented were
carefully reviewed and
selected from 20 submissions.
The Symposium on
Trustworthy Global
Computing focuses on
frameworks, tools, algorithms,
and protocols for open-
ended, large-scale systems and
applications, and on rigorous
reasoning about their
behavior and properties.
7th International Conference,

Braunschweig, Germany, July
13–16, 2020, Proceedings
Rowman & Littlefield
This contributed volume is
devoted to the recent history
and evolution of mathematics
education in Eastern Europe,
exploring how it was
influenced by social and
political changes in this part of
the world. Despite the broad
recognition of the importance
of these changes, little
scholarship exists that
examines the ways in which
they were followed by changes
in the teaching of
mathematics in the post-
socialist countries. Indeed, the
analyzed processes are
complex and vary across the
states. Accordingly, this book
touches on many
factors--including differences
in cultures and traditions –
that find expression in the
teaching of mathematics.
Specifically, this volume seeks
to explore what changes there
were in education in general
and in the position of
mathematics in school
education in these years, and
how these changes may be
explained and documented;
what changes there were in
the content of mathematics
education and its assessment,
and how were they motivated
and adopted; what new
textbooks appeared and what
new methodological ideas

were offered in them; how and
why mathematics teacher
education and/or professional
development changed; what
was the role (if any) of foreign
influences on mathematics
education, etc.The book will
be of interest to both
researchers in mathematics
education and practitioners-
teachers, as well as a broader
audience of historians and
educators exploring the
political aspects of education.
Algorithms for Sensor Systems
Springer Nature
This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 11th
Annual Conference on Theory
and Applications of Models of
Computation, TAMC 2014,
held in Chennai, India, in April
2014. The 27 revised full papers
presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 112
submissions. The papers explore
the algorithmic foundations,
computational methods and
computing devices to meet
today's and tomorrow's
challenges of complexity,
scalability and sustainability,
with wide-ranging impacts on
everything from the design of
biological systems to the
understanding of economic
markets and social networks.
Algorithms and Discrete
Applied Mathematics American
Mathematical Soc.
Algorithm Engineering is a
methodology for algorithmic
research that combines theory
with implementation and
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experimentation in order to
obtain better algorithms with
high practical impact.
Traditionally, the study of
algorithms was dominated by
mathematical (worst-case)
analysis. In Algorithm
Engineering, algorithms are also
implemented and experiments
conducted in a systematic way,
sometimes resembling the
experimentation processes
known from fields such as
biology, chemistry, or physics.
This helps in counteracting an
otherwise growing gap between
theory and practice.
Eastern European Mathematics
Education in the Decades of
Change Disha Publications
This book constitutes thoroughly
refereed and revised selected
papers from the 10th International
Symposium on Algorithms and
Experiments for Sensor Systems,
Wireless Networks and Distributed
Robotics, ALGOSENSORS 2014,
held in Wroclaw, Poland, on
September 12, 2014. The 10 papers
presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected
from 20 submissions. They are
organized in topical sections
named: robot planning; algorithms
and data structures on graphs; and
wireless networks.
Device-to-Device
Communications in Cellular
Networks OECD Publishing
This book collects the refereed
proceedings of the First
International Conference onon
Algorithms and Discrete
Applied Mathematics,
CALDAM 2015, held in
Kanpur, India, in February
2015. The volume contains 26

full revised papers from 58
submissions along with 2 invited
talks presented at the conference.
The workshop covered a diverse
range of topics on algorithms
and discrete mathematics,
including computational
geometry, algorithms including
approximation algorithms, graph
theory and computational
complexity.
APC Question Bank and
Sample Papers in
Mathematics for Class 12 -
Arya Publishing Company
Springer Nature
This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the
11th Latin American
Symposium on Theoretical
Informatics, LATIN 2014,
held in Montevideo,
Uruguay, in March/April
2014. The 65 papers presented
together with 5 abstracts were
carefully reviewed and
selected from 192
submissions. The papers
address a variety of topics in
theoretical computer science
with a certain focus on
complexity, computational
geometry, graph drawing,
automata, computability,
algorithms on graphs,
algorithms, random
structures, complexity on
graphs, analytic
combinatorics, analytic and
enumerative combinatorics,
approximation algorithms,
analysis of algorithms,
computational algebra,

applications to bioinformatics,
budget problems and
algorithms and data structures.
EAMCET Mathematics Andhra
and Telangana Chapterwise 28
Years' Solutions and 5 Mock
Tests 2020 Springer
The book includes lectures
given by the plenary and key
speakers at the 9th International
ISAAC Congress held 2013 in
Krakow, Poland. The
contributions treat recent
developments in analysis and
surrounding areas, concerning
topics from the theory of partial
differential equations, function
spaces, scattering, probability
theory, and others, as well as
applications to biomathematics,
queueing models, fractured
porous media and
geomechanics.
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